
Defect Repair Report as of 8/25/10
Note: To generate a list of the specific Pace Object Model changes from your current version to the version to which you
want to upgrade, log into the Client Access portion of our web site and use the EFI Pace Version Compare Tool:
http://www.pace2020.com/?q=node/88

Description Version Fixed

 Version 23.02

User Interface

In EFI Pace, the system now enables you to enter a larger amount of data in notes without
displaying an error message.  The system can now handle notes of up to approximately 300K
lines.

0

Job Control Center

In the Job Control Center module, the system now calculates the total cost of buyouts using the
setup cost, unit price, unit of measure (UOM) and markup.

0

In the Job Control Center module, the phone numbers on the Job Contact Add page are now
automatically formatted.

0

In the Job Control Center module, when you add a new job, if you check the box in the "Delete"
field for a job part on the Part Info tab, the system deletes that part from the job, rather than
adding it to the system.

0

In the Job Control Center module, when you add a job with an item template associated with an
estimate, the job now includes the description, additional description, and part description from
the estimate, provided that you did not manually supply values for these fields to the job.

0

In the Job Control Center module, on the Finished Goods Job Jacket
(jobcontrol-fin-goods-jacket.rpt) the system now correctly displays the Address2 line of the
shipment address.

34

Job Costing

In the Job Costing module, an activity code can now generate multiple costs when you use the
preset hours per production unit charge basis and a standard charge. This creates two separate
transactions: one for the standard charge and one for the hours calculated.

0

In the Job Costing module, the Relieve WIP process now relieves WIP only for costs started
before the cutoff date.

0

In the Job Costing module, you can now delete user-created cost centers if you have the
appropriate security permissions.

0

In the Job Costing module, when you use an activity code in Data Collection set to create costs
based on the preset hours per production unit and set to create a standard charge, the system
now creates a standard charge job transaction with 0 hours and a Data Collection job transaction
that includes the number of calculated hours.

0

Inventory

In the Inventory module, you can no longer edit the Code field for existing records on the
Inventory Status List page.

0

In the Inventory module, the system no longer produces an unfortunate occurrence (UO) error
message if you duplicate an inventory item that references files no longer in the vault.  Instead,
the system displays a warning message that the file was not found and does not duplicate the
inventory item.

0
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 Version 23.02

Inventory

In the Inventory module, when you enable the Quantity-Based Pricing feature, the system now
correctly calculates the price discount from the inventory item when you use it as a job material.

0

Accounts Receivable

In the Accounts Receivable module, the Customer Statements report (statement.rpt) is correctly
formatted and does not display blank items/lines.

0

In the Accounts Receivable module, the Salesperson Capture Analysis report
(salesperson-sales-capture-report.rpt) now uses the commission base on the receivable to
calculate values for each salesperson in both the individual grids and the final comparison charts.

0

In the Accounts Receivable module, the Sales Journal report (sales-journal.rpt) now displays the
salesperson from the invoice of the job bill and not from the job.

0

In the Accounts Receivable module, the Customer Statement report (statement.rpt) now prints
only those invoices which are past due as of the cutoff date you select.

48

In the Accounts Receivable module, the Dunning List report (dunning-list.rpt) and the Dunning
Letters report (dunning-letters.rpt) now accurately reflect the aging categories you specify in the
report parameters.

5

In the Accounts Receivable Module, the Statement report (statement.rpt) now correctly displays
totals as of the report run date.

61

Purchase Order

In the Purchasing module, the Purchase Order report (purchase-order-r1.rpt) now displays the
contact phone and fax numbers from the PO contact, rather than the vendor contact.

0

In the Purchasing module, on the Purchase Order Line Detail page, the system now auto sizes
the Activity Code, GL Account, and GL Location fields to fit their contents, rather than truncating
the data.

0

In the Purchasing module, on the PO Line Detail page, the GL account detail drop-down list now
displays the complete account ID along with its name.

23

In the Purchasing module, the tooltip text for the Cutoff Date parameter on the PO Accrual Report
(outstanding-receipts-accrual.rpt) now reads, "Enter the cutoff date to display orders entered on or
before the date entered," which correctly reflects the functionality of the parameter.

4

Estimating

In the Estimating module, you no longer receive a Value Required error for read and write
permissions when you remove the Vendor Paper and Vendor Paper Vendor fields.

0

In the Estimating module, the Estimate Listing (estimate-file-listing.rpt) and Capture Analysis
(estimate-capture-analysis.rpt) reports now display prompting parameters when your browser
uses the German (DE) locale.

0

In the Estimating module, if you try to convert a bindery-only estimate to a job, and the estimate
does not include paper records, the system displays a warning message instead of an
Unfortunate Occurrence error.

0
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 Version 23.02

Estimating

In the Estimating module, when you create an estimate that uses a press with a sheeter, the
system correctly calculates the paper pricing.

0

In the Estimating module, the system no longer produces an Unfortunate Occurrence (UO) error
message when you convert an estimate to an existing job with changes in activities associated to
job plan records.

0

In the Estimating module, the Outside Purchase Setup Markup now defaults to the same value as
the Outside Purchase Markup instead of defaulting to zero.

0

In the Estimating module, if, when you convert an estimate to a job the system cannot remove job
parts from an existing job, the system sets the parts to remove to a 'Cancelled' status instead, and
displays a warning message.

0

In the Estimating module, the system now correctly saves the Promise Date you enter on the
Estimate Add page, and displays the value on the Estimate Info tab of the Estimate Summary
page. This date also appears on the Estimate Convert To Job page, and the system displays the
date in the Job Control Center module you convert the estimate to a job.

If you previously converted the estimate to a job with a promise date other than that on the
estimate, then the Estimate Convert To Job page includes the promise date from the existing job
and not the estimate.

0

In the Estimating module, the system now applies the same job status to all parts of an estimate
converted to a job.

0

In the Estimating module, when you change press setup information, the system now discards
changes you make if you do not update the record.

0

In the Estimating module, you can now convert an estimate with an ink but no ink type to a job
without error.

0

In the Estimating module, the system now refreshes the Salutation field on an Estimate Quote
Letter (quote-letter.rpt) when the you refresh notes.

0

In the Estimating module, the system now allows the ink mileage on an ink to be a value between
1 and 999,999,999 instead of requiring a minimum mileage of 100.

0

In the Estimating module, the system no longer includes an outside buy in pricing results when
you uncheck the "Used" field on the buyout.

0

In the Estimating module, when you use a finishing operation not tied to a machine, the system
recalculates the hours on the operation when you force the units.

0

In the Estimating module, on the Estimate Add Request page, the Grain Specifications field now
auto-sizes to fit its contents, preventing truncation.

23

In the Estimating module, on the Estimate Add Request page, the drop-down list in the Product
Type field now expands to display long descriptions without truncating values.

23

In the Estimating module, the system now correctly calculates the number of lifts for the cutting
operation.

39

In the Estimating module, the Estimate Detail report (estimate-detail.rpt) now displays decimal
units for Ink, if applicable, instead of rounding down.

4
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General Ledger

In the General Ledger module, the system now correctly changes the font size of the account
descriptions on the Balance Sheet report (balance-sheet.rpt) based on the account configuration.

0

In the General Ledger module, the Schedule Report (schedule.rpt) now includes the following
cosmetic changes:
- The "Fiscal Year" field on the header now ends in a colon and includes a space the field label
and the year.
- The double underline style no longer overlaps data on the next record.
- The system now reduces the font size for the YTD% column to fit larger numbers and prevent
truncation.

0

In the General Ledger module, the Schedule report (schedule.rpt) and Schedule Comparative
Income Statement (schedule-comparative-income-statement.rpt) now correctly display underlined
numbers for schedule lines set to "underline".

0

In the General Ledger module, the General Ledger Schedule report (schedule.rpt) now correctly
displays single and double underline styles as configured on the GL Schedule Lines page.

11

Accounts Payable

In the Accounts Payable module, the Print Checks Form (print-check-form.rpt) now matches the
Print Check report (instant-print-check-form.rpt ).

0

In the Accounts Payable module, the Cash Disbursement report (cash-disbursement-journal.rpt)
totals now include amounts from duplicate bill numbers.

0

In the Accounts Payable module, on the Vendor Add and Vendor Detail pages, if you click the
[Purchase Orders] context button, the system displays the PO list in the current window instead of
on a pop-up page.

0

In the Accounts Payable module, the Vendor Contact Add page now displays the Auto Update
field.

0

In the Accounts Payable module, the system now suppresses the state on the Instant Check
report (instant-print-check-form.rpt) if you set the vendor's state to "ZZZZZ."

67

eService

In the eService module, when you add an estimate and job from the Quote and Order Detail
page, the system now populates the Quoted Price and Quote Per M fields properly on the Job
Part Detail page and synchronizes them with the corresponding values on the estimate.

0

In the eService module, when you add an inventory kit Item without a value in the Customer field,
the system no longer displays an Unfortunate Occurrence message while you check out.

0

In the eService module, the system no longer produces an HTTP ERROR 500 when registering a
new eService user.

26

Data Collection

In the Data Collection module, when you set the Entry Date Option field to 'Force' on the General
Ledger Setup Detail page, the system now enables users to log out of Data Collection. In addition,
the system no longer displays the error message, "Unable to Sign Out. All inventory transactions
must be within an open accounting period."

0
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 Version 23.02

Data Collection

In the Data Collection module, the system now creates inventory transactions for material pulls
associated with jobs you initiated from the "Job Complete & Duplicate" feature.

0

In the Data Collection module, if you duplicate a job transaction, the system no longer duplicates
notes, production units, or other user-entered fields.

0

Job Billing

In the Job Billing module, the locked unit price now forces the unit cost entered on a change order
to appear properly on the invoice line item.

0

In the Job Billing module, when you add an invoice to a job from the Job Part Invoices Detail
page, the system no longer produces an Unfortunate Occurrence message when you try to view
the details for the invoice you just created.

0

In the Job Billing module, the invoice report (invoice.rpt) now calculates the discount on the
Discount Base and not on the Total Invoice Amount.

0

In the Job Billing module, the Print Invoice report (invoice.rpt) and the Reprint Invoice report
(invoice-reprint.rpt) now calculate the invoice and account for the extra line items of all the
invoices with the same invoice number.

25

In the Job Billing module, the Purchase Order Number and Sales Person Name fields are now
longer to prevent the system from truncating the information on invoice reports.

30

In the Job Billing module, the system correctly calculates the commission amounts from estimated
costs when the you create a job part from an estimate.

68

ePaceStation

In the ePaceStation module, when you select the Hours field from the PayrollCheck Line base
object, the system now exports the field to Excel as a number, rather than text, and eliminates the
"Number Stored as Text" message in Excel.

0

In the ePaceStation module, the ePaceStation Inquiry List page now exports all records to a
spreadsheet, not just those in the 'General' category.

0

Job Shipments

In the Job Shipments module, the system now validates the Carton record to prevent quantity
data from creating an Unfortunate Occurrence message on the Job Shipments List page.

0

In the Job Shipments module, an unfortunate occurrence message no longer appears on the Job
Shipments List page when a shipment's quantity calculation causes an overflow. Instead, the
system displays a value of -1 in the Quantity field.

0

In the Job Shipments module, the Bill of Lading (bill-of-lading.rpt) and Master Bill of Lading
(bill-of-lading.rpt) reports now print the third line of the Company (Ship From) Address.

0

In the Job Shipments module, the system no longer generates an Unfortunate Occurrence
message when you view a shipment with a $ character as part of the tracking number.

0

In the Job Shipments module, on the Inventory Transaction Move page (when you click "Ship to
Inventory" on a job shipment) the Inventory Bin Location field now auto-sizes based on the length
of the bin names, and prevents truncation.

17
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Description Version Fixed

 Version 23.02

Job Shipments

In the Job Shipments module, the freight classification number field on the Job Shipment Detail
page now extends across the form to allow a greater number of characters to appear.

23

Custom Report Writer

In the Custom Report Writer module, you can now duplicate reports that use a Crystal Clear
version below 8.1 without getting an error.

0

Job Planning

In the Job Planning module, the system now correctly associates job part press forms with
planning records on jobs that have multiple press forms.

15

Performance

In EFI Pace, the system now supports international time zones without reverting them when you
upgrade your system.

0

Price List Quoting

In the Price List Quoting module, the system no longer truncates long company names on the
Quote Letter (pacequote-quote-letter.rpt)

0

In the Price List Quoting module, on the Quote Add page, the system now uses the price list from
the PLQ Setup by default if you do not configure one for the customer. This prevents the system
from clearing the contact information when you add the record.

0

In the Price List Quoting module, the Quote Shipment Add page now includes the contact info
from the contact on the quote by default and displays the state properly.

54

Freightlink

In the FreightLink module, UPS WorldShip shipments initiated from UPS WorldShip with the UPS
Service "2nd Day Air AM" selected now properly flow into EFI Pace without producing the error,
"Cannot create JobShipment: Unable to load ShipVia object with ups method: 2nd Day Air AM".

0

In the FreightLink module, when you import job shipments, the Ship In The Name Of field defaults
to the value selected on the Customer record.

0

Security

In EFI Pace, a salesperson user with group security filters set to view estimates created by that
user, can now access estimates created by the user for both the default and other customers.

0

In EFI Pace, you can now delete the user who accepted the EFI Pace User License Agreement
(EULA), but If you delete this user, the next user to log in must accept the EULA.

0

JDF

In the JDF module, the system now generates correct values for the Hole Making Params &
Component Link Amount fields.

43
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Description Version Fixed

 Version 23.02

Single Object Import

In the Single Object Import module, SOI now displays correctly in Internet Explorer 8.x. 0

CRM

In the CRM module, the Contact Detail, Contact Detail Direct, and Opportunity Detail Direct pages
now include the [Delete] button on the right, which is consistent with other pages.

26

Payroll

In the Payroll module, on the Employee Payroll Add and Employee Payroll Detail pages, the State
field is now a composite field with the Country field.

0

In the Payroll module, the Payroll Register (payroll-register.rpt) now calculates grand totals
correctly when you run payroll for a single individual.

38

In the Payroll module, the system now correctly calculates deductions and acknowledges the
Annual Limit setting.

56

Customization Toolkit

In the Customization Toolkit module, the system now suspends all pending trigger events when
you add User Defined Fields to the database. This prevents the system from producing a storage
integrity validation unfortunate occurrence error.

0

Pace Connect

In the PaceConnect module, you should set the appliance property for VIRTUALMACHINE to
'True' for all EFI Pace instances installed on a virtual machine, to prevent events not firing as
expected, possible audit log loss, PaceConnects not executing, and event handler not sending
emails.

0

In the PaceConnect module, the system now correctly accounts for tax and freight in the
transaction amount on invoices exported to Macola.

0

Email Notification

In the Email Notification module, when an event handler triggers an email, the body of the email
no longer appears as an attachment and now appears within the body itself.

9

Licensing

In the Licensing module, the system no longer consumes two licenses after you close and reopen
a browser window.

16

Item Templates

In the Item Templates module, the system now successfully processes orders from the Digital
StoreFront application that are placed for combo item templates.

0
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 Version 23.02

System Tools

In EFI Pace, the System Inspector tool no longer encounters the error that produces the
message, "Inspection failed -- please contact system administrator."

0

PrintFlow

In the PrintFlow integration module, EFI Pace no longer displays an Unfortunate Occurrence (UO)
error message when you perform the update links operation for a job already sent to PrintFlow for
scheduling.

0

PC-Auto-Count

In the PaceConnect-Auto-Count module, the system now pushes the Off Press Quantity from the
job part press form to the Quantity To Do on the run in PlantManager.

0

In the PaceConnect-Auto-Count module, if EFI Pace restarts on a faulty connection, the Plant
Manager Import PaceConnect now executes successfully without requiring a system restart after
you correct the database connection.

0

In the PaceConnect-Auto-Count module, when you enable the Auto-Count integration, EFI Pace
now updates the Waste Percent field in PlantManager correctly based on the following
calculation:
Run Spoilage divided by Quantity; then multiplied by 100 [(Run Spoilage/Qty) * 100].

39

In the PaceConnect-Auto-Count module, when you enable the Auto-Count integration, EFI Pace
now updates the Cost Code in PlantManager to 'Normal Work'.

39

In the PaceConnect-Auto-Count module, the system now sends the correct length and width of
job materials associated with the job part to Auto-Count.

40

In the PaceConnect-Auto-Count module, Auto-Count/PlantManager now adds or updates the job
transaction job plan number on the Job Transaction Detail page for all transactions.

55

In the PaceConnect-Auto-Count module, the PaceConnect Successful Execution tab now
displays more accurate and informative messages regarding scheduled job plans.

56

PC-DSF

In the PaceConnect-DSF integration, when you import a multiple line item order that is processed
using a credit card, the resulting deposit amount on the imported job now equals the total of the
entire order rather than just the first line item.

0

In the PaceConnect-DSF integration, the system now correctly updates images related to catalog
items used in Digital StoreFront when you add or update an inventory item EFI Pace.

31

C3/5/10:user/jobcontrol/releasenotes.rpt
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